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Centralized Network
Security Management

By  E r i c  H a l ey

ENTERPRISE
IT professionals are responsible for
maintaining the operability of hun-

dreds of machines on a network and, at the same time, depended upon
for ensuring that an organization’s network remains secure and stable.
Maintaining every machine in an organization can be a laborious task,
especially if you have to walk from one machine to the next. Most IT
employees rely on remote control applications to save them time and a
new pair of shoes each month. Remote control applications enable users
to control one computer in a remote location, with their own computer,
just as if they were seated at the remote computer. More specifically, they
enable users to connect directly to the desktop of a remote computer and
view and control that computer with the local computer’s monitor, key-
board, and mouse, providing an excellent return on investment by allow-
ing for quicker resolutions to software dilemmas.

However, an inadequate remote control application, without sufficient
security, will leave your network vulnerable to attacks. The enterprise
network is the heart of an organization, pumping large amounts of cru-
cial information through the copper veins of servers and computers to be
put to use by the corporate muscle behind the machines; the sales, mar-
keting, accounting, and human resource departments. If the network fails
or becomes corrupted, the entire organization can suddenly become crip-
pled, putting a halt to all productivity. A good remote control application
will provide rock solid security to ensure that all network connections
are secure. However, security over large networks entails intricate con-
figurations for each individual machine, requiring the IT department to
assign policies, passwords, and privileges to each employee. Having the
ability to centrally manage your network’s security from one computer
not only saves time, but also thwarts malicious attempts to damage the
network both internally and externally.

BASIC REMOTE CONTROL

It’s important to understand the basics of computer remote control
before discussing the security involved with the process. In order to

conduct a secure remote control session between two computers, there
must be an application installed on each machine enabling communi-
cation on a single, protected port between the two machines. The guest
application enables a user, at the local (or guest) machine, to access and
control the remote machine. The remote machine must have software,
the host application, on it to enable the guest to access and control it.

There is another form of remote control that allows one computer to
control another without the need for software on each machine. This is
done through an Internet browser where all communication between the
two machines is sent through port 80, the Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP). However, this is a pretty insecure means of remote control
because users could, theoretically, invite anyone, from inside or outside
an organization, onto a network’s computer to remote control their
machine. It’s also a pretty expensive means of remote control, since this
is a service, as opposed to a product, that can add up when providers usu-
ally charge for the service on a monthly basis. Application based remote
control is ideal for the enterprise environment because it’s the most
secure means of remote control and it’s more cost efficient as well.
Applications charge a one-time fee. Once the software has been pur-
chased, it’s the customer’s to use however and whenever they see fit.

POTENTIAL THREATS

The corporate network faces threats from both inside and outside the
organization. Internal threats, while usually unexpected or not antici-
pated, are out there. An employee who’s angry with his/her employer
or organization may try to release their frustrations on their employer’s
PC or worse, the company’s network. External threats, however, are
usually more dangerous because they are almost always intentional
malicious attempts to damage, tamper with, or steal an organization’s
confidential information. Additionally, outside attackers are typically
educated enough to know exactly how to accomplish that.

In order for an attacker to break into a network, they must first make
a remote connection to that network. There are several ways this can
be done. War dialing, port scanning, and ping sweeping are the most
commonly utilized techniques attackers use to attempt to gain access
to a computer or network. Some even try using the same remote con-
trol application that an organization’s IT administrator uses to gain
access to the host machines on their network.

CENTRAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Whether an internal or external connection is attempted, a good central
administration utility, such as a security server, will automatically assure
that only secure connections are established. With a central administra-
tion utility, a remote control product will be able to assign each user or
machine, on a network, a unique security role. This role will determine
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who has access to which machines and what they have access to on those
machines. While an IT department will need access to all the machines on
a network to ensure a faster repair of those machines, the CEO of the com-
pany may not want the IT department to have complete access to his entire
PC; preventing them admittance to important documents or confidential
employee information. Once the system administrator has assigned these
roles, every time a remote connection is attempted, the Guest and Host are
automatically identified through an ODBC database and then assigned
their predefined security privileges. Or, if an unrecognized or outside
Guest attempts to make a connection to a Host machine, the security serv-
er will prevent them from making a connection.

Another useful feature of an administration utility is event logging. Every
host machine should have the ability to log (on a local level) any activity
done to that machine during a remote session in the event of an intrusion by
a hacker. However, hackers generally try to erase all activity logs in order to
destroy any evidence or footprints that could blow their cover. A good secu-
rity server will enable all guest and host activity logs to be stored in a secure
location. This way, any intrusions or tampering of company information is
logged for the network administrator to investigate.

A good remote control application will provide embedded, automat-
ed security on the local level, in addition to its centrally managed secu-
rity features. NetOp Remote Control offers several security features,
for both the guest and host applications, that will automatically protect
against war-dialing, port scanning, ping sweeping, or any other unau-
thorized attempts to access a machine on a private network, such as:
confirm access, command line options, password protection, login
attempt limits, automatic call back, authentication, restricting access to
internal machines through an MAC/IP address list, closed user groups,
and 256-bit AES encryption. These are good examples of some securi-
ty features that can put IT administrators at ease while utilizing remote
access and control software on their enterprise’s network.

Since the advent of the wheel, mankind has gone to great strides to find
a faster way of getting from point A to point B. Remote control software
eliminates this need by enabling users to be in two places at once, saving
IT professionals hours of down time while ensuring business continuity
for enterprises, both large and small. While remote control applications
have proven to be extremely beneficial, they have also proven to be detri-
mental when lacking a sufficient amount of security. Protecting the enter-
prise network from intrusions is crucial to productivity and the success of
an organization. Having enough security is essential. The ability to cen-
trally manage an entire network’s security from one desktop makes for
simplistic configuration and extremely solid network security, ensuring
every connection is authorized and protected. When deciding which
remote control application is best for your network environment, don’t
forget the importance of security. It can mean the difference between a sta-
ble network and halted productivity.  
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